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Hi Distillers!
It's been all over the news locally here in
Michigan and nationwide.. Talk about "parental
rights", CRT, banning books, removing social
emotional learning and DEI lessons.
We have seen our local school board meetings
go viral on social media for all the wrong
reasons. We’ve seen email campaigns to our
school board mounted by folks who don’t
accept public health safety measures. We’ve
seen meetings where police officers have to
keep people from attacking each other. Parents
threatening other parents, suing school
districts ... how did we get here?
Our local public schools have become politicized,
and our children and educators are paying the
price for these partisan antics.

This election cycle in Michigan, from the
Governor and Secretary of State all the
way down to our local school board elections,
will determine the fate of public schools here
in Michigan for years to come. Currently, only
our strong Democratic governor’s veto has
been keeping some very harmful education
bills in the state house from becoming law.
Distill Social has drawn up a quick "Guide
to Good Trouble." Anyone interested in
standing up for public education can use
this to fight back against the extremist
views that have been infiltrating our
school districts, state school board and
legislature.

Now is
the time to
take
action!

First let's examine what is happening here in
Michigan regarding public schools.
“Abolish the Department of Education,”
“Defund Public Schools”...
These are all things you hear right-wing talking
heads in Michigan saying. We have the receipts!

But why?
Two reasons; money and control.
Right now 90% of Michigan students attend
public schools. The MI GOP is attempting to
enact a school voucher plan (the Devosbacked Let MI Kids Learn petition) that would
divert $500 million in taxpayer funds to
private schools. This would drain resources
from public schools, making some untenable.
Destruction of public education means the rise
of private, for-profit education– a double win
for the right. It’s a new way to profit while
gaining full control of what is being taught.

What would this mean?
For starters, history lessons that leave out
any uncomfortable lessons of the past and
present. And definitely, no more inclusion of
the LGBTQIA community. How does this
serve our students? It doesn’t, but this is
what Republicans across the country and
here in Michigan intend to do.
Here is the thing that gets overlooked.
Private schools do not have the same
mandates as public schools. They could teach
creationism instead of evolution, or deny
admission to students because they’re gay or
have a disability. They can legally discriminate.

Every dollar that
goes to the
voucher schools is
subtracted from
Public Schools.

It's time for us to get organized!
STEP 1:
Find your people, get them connected
We’re sure you know who the likeminded folks are in your area. Bring
them together!
Talk to your friends and neighbors and
let them know what is happening.
You would be surprised to see how
many people are out of the loop, but are
willing to help once they find out what is
at stake!
Start a group text,
Facebook page or
Google docs to share
information, ideas and
to plan.

STEP 2:
ACKNOWLEDGE THE DIFFICULTIES
For many of us who are moms or caregivers, it’s
been a tough couple of years. We are dealing
with a pandemic, homeschooling, taking care of all
of those around us, and now we have the stress
of sending our kids back to school under the
pressure of all of the misinformation & division
being created around our school boards.

PANDEMIC
FATIGUE IS REAL.
We are ALL
exhausted from the
last two years. Raising
children during
"unprecedented times"
isn't easy.
The good news is that we have all
the tools we need to push past this
and create a better world for our
kids and grandkids. By working
together, we can ensure that
common sense will prevail and our
kids will receive the education we
know they deserve.

STEP 3
RESEARCH and
REACHING OUT IS
KEY
It's important to reach out beyond the circle of
those you have been sharing with, or even
screaming to, for the last year or two. Let's
get out of our bubbles. And let's take care to
be kind to one another. Like we said, everyone
is exhausted.
Our fellow parents should not be the focus
of our angst. It's the politicians and outside
groups trying to impose a political agenda on
our kids' education that we need to take on.
To that end, it is really important to know
what the other side is doing and thinking.
This helps us to form our messages so we
can disarm their talking points.

RESEARCH and
REACHING OUT IS
KEY

DO:
Keep informed of who is going to your school board
meetings and what they are saying.
Join some Facebook groups of the opposition, but not
to argue, just to listen and stay informed.
Stay on top of current events. Many of the groups
we see here in Michigan, like Moms for Liberty (who
formed in FL) take their cues from national right wing
groups.

DON'T:

Don't unfriend the local moms on Facebook. We know
how mad their regurgitation of certain right-wing
talking points makes us feel, but it’s important to
know what everyone is thinking and saying in their
own communities

SQUAD GOALS
YOU'VE GOT YOUR CORE GROUP READY TO
GO, WHAT'S NEXT?
These are some of the key roles that will be needed..

Researcher/PI - Get someone to comb the news, press
releases and social media. We all know a friend that can
find anyone or anything online. Put those skills to use!
Social media/Communications Team - Moderators for
social groups, newsletter or email writers to send out
information.
Graphics Team - a good graphic will go a long way on
social media. These platforms are visual. Make your bullet
points into a fun graphic.
Public speakers - Send someone to board meetings to
speak for the group, or have a dedicated person to speak
to press.
Amplifiers - People to help spread the message, just by
sharing and reposting messaging.

The Message
It is very important to have a well formed unified
message. It will encourage your base to take action
and inspire new persuadables, people who aren't
committed to a clear point of view, to join the fight.
Your message is also what you will present to
community members, local politicians and even press. It
is important to have your shared values well identified
and ready to express clearly.

In your research, once you have identified the
right-wing talking points, now you will write
counter messaging that disarms them, while
stressing shared values.

Tips for the Message
Call for UNITY, it's not Dems VS Republicans or
one group of parents against another.
Remember, the majority of parents are with us.
Public education is our commitment to the
future of our community. Always mention the
values and desires we all share, and then point
out who is REALLY stopping us from having nice
things. Who’s the real villain?

Some politicians and their wealthy allies
are trying to create divisions and
arguments between us..

DO

Keep the message
concise and easily
repeatable

List benefits of
fully funded public
schools

Stay away from
pointless debates

The Message
Write a direct response for all the right
wing talking points you learned about when
you were researching.
For example: If you hear this:
I don't want my child to feel bad for being white. I don't
want my child to be made to feel like an oppressor.

Try saying this:.
Absolutely, no child should be made to feel that way.

Put it in their court and give them a chance to
explain. NO-one wants their children to feel bad
about who they are. The point is to help all children
feel good about who they are.
It is disarming to agree.

Tip for speaking to people without close
ties to the school system.
·Remind folks that home prices are closely tied to how
good a public school system is. Quality public schools
contribute to home buyers having a favorable view
of your community and neighborhood. Another great
reason to fully fund your local school!

Start Spreading the News
There are a few ways to spread your message
around..
SOCIAL MEDIA - A good social media campaign is
a must.
Form a facebook group or set up an Instagram
account and get your message out. Good graphics will
be necessary. these platforms are visual. Always
include a picture when you post. Is everyone meeting
at the school board meeting? Take photos of your
group attending and post them. FOMO is real. This
will inspire others to join you.

TELL PERSONAL STORIES.
This sparks conversation.
LIVESTREAM BOARD MEETINGS
People will tune in to watch, and
they will look at your content! Do
a Facebook Live and just chat
with other stakeholders. Let
people feel connected to you!
GET AMPLIFIERS
Form a squad ready to share
your posts to other pages on
facebook.This will increase your
reach and help find new likeminded members.

Start Spreading the News
TWITTER - Twitter has a different purpose than
Facebook or Instagram. Twitter will allow politicians,
journalists, local influential business people, etc. to hear
your voice. Believe it or not, a good Twitter account
used daily will be noticed by those with influence. Be
sure to engage with those accounts that are important
to your cause.

EMAIL CAMPAIGNS - Send emails to local school
board members or elected officials to get your message
out. Write up templates and provide email addresses to
make it easier for your members.

Harmful Republican backed bills or
initiatives here in Michigan:
House Bill 5722
Introduced in Feb. and referred to committee

Introduced by the GOP, it's a requirement to publicly
list all curriculum, books, literature, writing
assignments, & planned field trips before the school
year begins
This idea circulated among conservative
lawmakers in the wake of objections by some
parents & politicians that schools were teaching
critical race theory.
The bill is filled with false accusations intended to
reduce faith in the public schools and used to
push the school voucher agenda.
Teachers widely oppose this bill. It takes away
their ability to meet student needs as they arise,
while they follow the state curriculum.

HB 5097
Passed in the state house.

Republicans argue the concept of "race or gender
stereotyping" (code for CRT) is a form of
indoctrination that will teach white students they
are racist.
Republicans who spoke in favor of this bill offered
anecdotes, not evidence, about students being
asked in assignments to examine their "white
fragility" or examine "how they can become less
white."
This bill insinuates that these things are
happening when they are not. Once again the
right is trying to rile the base.
These bills would become law if we didn't have our governor
to veto them.

Let MI Kids Learn DeVos backed petition
Republican attempt to
DEFUND PUBLIC EDUCATION by diverting
public funds into private FOR PROFIT schools.
Backed by dark money.
Termed “opportunity scholarships” by
backers, this is not a scholarship. Parents
would still have to pay private tuition out
of pocket. Up to $7850 could be available
per student. This initiative would create
more inequality.
This would give wealthy, high net worth
donors tax breaks on donations toward
nonpublic for profit schools.
This is also a “faux” petition– if enough people
sign it, it will be adopted by the legislature
without the signature of the Governor.

Other Resources
RED WINE AND BLUE
(Who inspired us to make this guide!)
https://go.redwine.blue/PPgg.
FREEDOM TO LEARN GUIDE
Demanding Accurate, Honest and
Fully Funded Public Education - Messagaing Guide
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5fd0f29d0d62
6c5fb471be74/t/61a65d4f39c80d10d89905b1/163829
2817042/WMTF_MessagingGuide_FreedomToLearn_
prf5.pdf
Michigan Education Association
https://mea.org/
Michigan Education Justice Coalition
https://michiganedjustice.org/

